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TECHNICAL INFO
Launch date: 14th October 2021

GAME NAME DA VINCI MUSE GAME ID 2992

RTP 96% REEL TYPE SPINNING REELS

MAX PAYOUT 4,237x MATRIX 4X5

VOLATILITY HIGH LINES 20

HIT FREQUENCY 27% MIN. BET 0.20

Features

BEAT BOXES
1 Beat box (colored frame) is added on a slot where a color palette symbol
appears. A winning line with 1 or more beat boxes, doubles the payout. A full
reel of beat boxes activates the reel towards the Free Games Bonus.

LOCKED STACKED WILDS 4 beat boxes on a same reel grant a locked stacked wild for 3 spins and
activates the reel towards the bonus round.

FREE GAMES BONUS When all 5 reels are activated, 10 free games are awarded.

RANDOM WILDS / 2X WILDS During Bonus, one or more random stacked wild or 2x wild will be placed on
one reel on each spin.

PICK BONUS 3 to 5 Chest symbols activate the Pick Bonus.

PERSISTENT STATE All progress is saved for each bet level and user.

Min. Devices

ANDROID IOS

X SAMSUNG GALAXY
NOTE 8 8.0.0 X IPHONE X 12.1

X NEXUS 9 7.1.1 IPAD 5TH GEN 12.1

SAMSUNG GALAXY TAP
A 10” 7 IPHONE X 11.2.5

X SAMSUNG GALAXY S6 6 MIN DEVICE/OS X IPAD AIR 2 11.3.1

IPHONE 6S 11 MIN OS

Downloads
Game assets | Certifications
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Markets
UK| .COM | Alderney | Malta | Gibraltar | Isle of Man | Latvia | Croatia | Estonia | LATAM | Sweden | Denmark |

Spain | New Jersey

Languages

Bulgaria (bg), Czech (cs), Danish (da), German (de), Greek (el), English (en_gb), English (en_us), Spanish (es_ar),

Finnish (fi), French (fr), Italian (it), Japanese (ja), Korean (ko), Dutch (nl), Norwegian (no), Polish (pl), Portuguese (pt_pt),

Portuguese (pt_BR), Romanian (ro), Russian (ru), Slovak (sk), Turkish (TR), Swedish (sv), Traditional Chinese (zh-hk)

In-Game Promotions
Free Bets; 3x Payouts.

High 5 Games Promotions
High 5 Games offers a collection of ready-to-go (no

integration needed)  in-game promos that can be

customized to suit your casino players: 2x/3x Payouts,

Feature boosts, Super boosts, Free bets, and more!

All promotions can be tailored to your needs, from cost to

number of spins granted, as segmentation and other

parameters.

We also offer Rapid Rewards, a ready-to-go Network

Promotion that runs weekly with a 10,000 prize pool.

Get in touch to know more:
b2baccounts@high5games.com
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ABOUT DAVINCI MUSE
Welcome to the world and time of DaVinci! A gameplay full of features and treasures straight from the

Renaissance! Play at your own pace, as your progress will last… centuries!

Example of desktop base game

Start this journey with our industry known Beat Boxes: colored frames slots that when on a winning line, they

increase the line payouts by 2x. Color palette symbols add Beat Boxes wherever they land. When a full reel is

filled with beat boxes, that reel gets a Stacked Wild covering the whole reel for the next 3 spins, not only

making more symbols combinations possible, but also activating that reel towards the Free Games Bonus
initiation. Once all 5 reels are activated, the Free Games Bonus will start with 10 Free Spins.

During the Free Games Bonus, one or more random stacked Wild or 2x Wild is placed on 1 full reel, for
every spin! Get ready for guaranteed wins! Besides the Free Games Bonus, DaVinci Muse also comes with a

Pick Bonus. Whenever 3 to 5 Chest symbols appear, a Pick Bonus starts, letting players choose chests with

even more guaranteed wins.

Delight your players back to the Renaissance in this classic theme packed with features, friendly visuals and

animations, sound effects and an ambient harpsichord tune to make them feel illuminated!
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FEATURES

Beat Boxes
A color palette symbol lights up the slot frame,

creating a beat box. It will remain until it is part of a

winning line, granting a 2x payout on that line.

Whenever a whole reel is made up with beat

boxes, it will activate towards the initiation of the

Free Games bonus Round (top reel crystals).

(Left Picture) A line across a beat box pays 2x.

Locked Stacked Wilds
Once a reel is activated, a Locked Stacked Wild
is placed for the next 3 spins.

The example on the left shows several active beat boxes, and

a recently awarded Locked Stacked Wild.

Pick Bonus
3 to 5 Chest symbols activate the tiered Pick

Bonus, with 4 to 6 Tiers (columns) respectively.

Pick chests until you are moved to the next tier.

Keep picking until you reach the last one, where,

with a bit of luck, you can multiply all winnings
by 2x!
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Free Games
After all crystals at the top of the reels are

activated through the beat boxes, 10 Free Spins

are awarded.

Random Stacked Wilds/2x Wilds
During the Free Games Bonus, one or more Stacked Wild or Stacked 2x Wild will be placed on every spin.

Combinations are very much likely to happen.
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Get in touch:
b2baccounts@high5games.com


